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Physical Science SPS9 Assessment Prep 

Define the following terms: 

Electromagnetic wave -            

              

Mechanical wave -            

              

Transverse wave -             

Longitudinal wave -             

Wavelength -               

Medium -              

Frequency -              

Electromagnetic Spectrum -           

              

Hertz -               

Rarefaction -              

Compression -              

Amplitude -              

Diffraction -              

Refraction -              

Light wave -              

Reflection -              

Destructive Interference -           

              

Constructive Interference -           

              

The Doppler Effect -            

              

Vacuum -              
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Concepts Review 

Answer the following conceptual questions to prepare for your SPS9 Properties of Waves Assessment. 

1.  Order wave speed from slowest to fastest for the medium/state of matter that it travels through. 

              

2.  Explain the relationship between frequency, wavelength, and energy.     

              

Draw a wave with a high frequency below:  Draw a wave with a low frequency below: 

 

3.  Order the waves in the electromagnetic spectrum from strongest to weakest.    

              

4.  Fill in the t-chart below by providing at least 3 differences between electromagnetic and mechanical 

waves. 

Electromagnetic waves Mechanical waves 

  

  

  

 

5.  Draw a longitudinal wave below and label it:  Draw a transverse wave below and label it: 

 

 

6.  Draw a picture of a refraction wave below:  Draw a picture of a diffraction wave below: 

 

 

7.  Draw constructive interference below:  Draw destructive interference below: 

 

 

8.  Draw a picture of a sound wave traveling from a solid into a liquid and then into a gas below.  Does it 

speed up or slow down? 
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9.  Which medium would a sound wave travel the fastest in solid, liquid, or gas?      

Explain why this occurs.           

              

10.  What conclusion can you make the speed of sound in the data table below?     

              

Materials Speed (m/s) 

Lead 1210 

Air 343 

Water 684 

 

11.  As sound waves approach an individual the wavelength becomes    and the pitch becomes  

  . 

12.  Draw an example of how sound waves look as they get closer to an observer below.  What happens 

with the wavelength and pitch?          : 

 

 

13.  Draw an example of how sound waves look as they move further away from an observer below.  

What happens with the wavelength and pitch?        : 

 

 

 

14.  Explain what the Doppler effect is.          
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